Stevens Institute of Technology vs. Lehigh
February 17, 2018
Lewis Tennis Center – Bethlehem, Pa.

Lehigh 5, Stevens 2

Doubles
1. Jack Martin-Dyer/Jacob Edelchik (LU) def. Will Persson/Danny Polk (SIT), 6-4
3. Christopher Auteri/Dylan Karchere-Sun (LU) def. Keegan Morris/Mark Kanevsky (SIT), 6-4
Order of finish: 2, 1, 3

Singles
1. Jack Petersen (LU) def. Danny Polk (SIT), 6-4, 6-3
2. Jacob Edelchik (LU) def. Keegan Morris (SIT), 5-7, 6-1, 6-1
3. Will Persson (SIT) def. Bryant Born (LU), 6-4, 7-6(5)
4. Harry Wang (LU) def. Kyle Henry (SIT), 6-1, 6-4
5. George Cooper (LU) def. David Schulz (SIT), 6-0, 6-7(5), 10-5
6. Mark Kanevsky (SIT) def. Sam Bencheghib (LU), 6-4, 6-4
Order of finish: 4, 1, 3, 2*, 5, 6
*Clinched match